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SECOND HALF SWING

Manchin
visits
Autism
Training
Center
BY FRANCES LAZELL
THE PARTHENON

United States Senator Joe Manchin visited
the Autism Training
Center on Tuesday at
Marshall University.
The Autism Training
Center
at
Marshall
provides
students who are under neath the autism
spectr um with suppor t in academic and
social situations. It
ser ves
individuals
at Marshall and at
statewide level.
Manchin said programs, such as the
Autism Training Center, could change the
impact a person with
autism has on society.
“With early intervention, proper training for
the families and support,” Manchin said,
we can turn the person
into a functioning adult
and somebody who can
contribute and give to
society.”
Barbara
BeckerCottrill,
executive
director of the West
Virginia
Autism
Training Center, said
the program serves
approximately 37 students at Marshall and
2,000
indivi d u a l s
s t a t ewide.
The college program
is sponsored by the
Autism Training Center: “We developed the
model that we use, and
we hire the coordinator with our funds,”
Cottrill said. “So it
is part of the Autism
Training Center, but
it is a sponsored program that we have at
Marshall University.
The rest of our work,
our main mission,
is all throughout the
state.”
Manchin
said
through meeting students who have been
helped through the Autism Training Center
program, he has seen
the positive effects programs such as this one
can have on students.
“A lot of people
don’t
understand,”
Manchin said. “They
think when you have
these
disabilities
or challenges it is
ir reversible.”
M a nchin said he
plans to look into a

Herd outlasts Cougars in 8-point victory
BY JARROD CLAY
THE PARTHENON

In what was truly a tale
of two halves, Marshall
University’s men’s basketball team picked up its
third consecutive victory in
a 66-58 comeback win over
the Houston Cougars.
After the first half, the
Thundering Herd shot
just 31 percent from the
field and a mere 18 percent from the freethrow
stripe and trailed the
Cougars 31-23.
“I thought our defense
was really, really good
pretty much the whole
night, but we were so bad
offensively in the ﬁrst half,”
said Tom Herrion, Marshall head coach. we had
nine turnovers that came
out of nowhere, we missed
easy baskets around the
bucket, we obviously left
points on the free throw
line. But I’m really proud

MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

Junior forward Nigel Spikes swats
down an attempted shot from
Houston forward Leon Gibson.
Spikes led the team with 10
rebounds and three blocks.

See MANCHIN I Page 5
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Japanese culture taught weekly
BY BRITANNEE BARTON
THE PARTHENON

Brendan
Ryan
might
not be a fluent Japanese
speaker, but he takes
time out of his week each
Wednesday to learn about
Japanese culture through
the Japan Talk program.
Ryan, criminal justice
major from Falls Church,
Va., said he thinks he benefits from being familiar
with another culture.
“I think it’s fun,” Ryan
said. “I really like the culture, and I would like to
go some day. I don’t think
your major should dictate
what you do or what you
like.”
Japanese outreach coordinator
and
native
speaker
Azusa
Hanah
Yamada said she conducts
each topical discussion
with hopes that students
gain a better understanding of Japanese culture
and then juxtapose it with
their own.
“I find it very difficult
to explain our culture because when I was in Japan,
I thought it was just normal,” Yamada said. “When
I came to the states, it
was pretty difficult to explain in English what it is
exactly. It is my responsibility to explain very
well and not create any
misunderstandings.”

Yamada said her job is
to present outreach activities to the Tri-State
area, not just Marshall’s
campus.
Yamada said she draws
topics for discussion from
her own experience growing up in Japan and from
the ideas of other modern language professors.
Past topics have included
fortune telling and Valentine’s Day.
“The Valentine’s Day
session was really fun just
to see the difference in
the customs and it works
between two countries,”
Ryan said. “Ours is a
little bit more commercialized, while theirs is a
little bit more earnest and
balanced.”
Ryan said he encourages other students to
come because it presents
a small slice of what the
countr y has to offer.
“It’s a great opportunity to learn something
new,” Ryan said. “You can
learn the culture, and it
can ease you in if you do
really want to learn the
language”
The program is new
this year and is an extension of the previously
existing language tables.
Japan Talk differs from
language tables because
it is conducted in English
and focuses on cultural

BRITANNEE BARTON | THE PARTHENON

Students gather Wednesday in the Global Study Lounge for the Japan Talk program, an education program in whichstudents learn about Japanese
culture.
aspects. Meetings are at
3 p.m. Wednesday in the
Global Study Lounge.
In addition to the
meetings, the group is

organizing a special event
on Monday. “Japan Today:
After the Earthquake”
will consist of a documentar y of Japan one

Students have chance to discuss
tobacco use Friday at capitol
BY ASHLEY FOSTER
THE PARTHENON

Tobacco control and prevention advocates from
around West Virginia will
meet from 9 a.m. through 2
p.m. Friday at the state capitol to raise awareness about
the effects of tobacco use.
Feb. 24 has been elected to
be “Tobacco-Free Day” for
West Virginia. The Coalition for a Tobacco-Free West
Virginia has been sponsoring “Tobacco-Free Day”
since 1995. It is a free event
to anyone who is interested
in learning about tobaccorelated issues. This year,
many groups will be making
presentations and interacting with state officials to
discuss tobacco use and

how it impacts the state.
Owen Walker, employee
of the West Virginia Division of Tobacco Prevention,
said he expects TobaccoFree Day at the capitol to be
a beneficial day for all citizens, especially students.
“It is an event that allows you to speak to your
elected state officials on tobacco issues,” Walker said.
“It allows attendees to see
our legislative system at
work and to feel the enthusiasm of our RAZE youth
movement.”
RAZE, a group in which
West Virginia’s teens are
dedicated to spreading the
word about the harmful
effects of tobacco and “tearing down the lies” of Big
Tobacco, will be using this

year’s tobacco-free day to
educate public officials and
other West Virginians about
the dangers of tobacco
use. Members of RAZE
will be creating memorial walls to honor friends
and family members who
have lost their lives due to
tobacco-related
illnesses.
The memorial walls will be
displayed in the capitol’s
rotunda for public view
throughout the day.
Amy Saunders, coordinator of Marshall University’s
Student Health Education
Program, said this event
could be a great way for
Marshall students to meet
and discuss with fellow West
Virginians on how they are
educating the public on the
health issues of tobacco use.

“They will have a chance
to learn new techniques and
programs that can be used to
promote a healthier lifestyle
on Marshall’s campus and
in the City of Huntington,”
Saunders said.
During
“Tobacco-Free
Day,” attendees will also be
able to pick up literature on
the effects of tobacco use and
make contacts with organizations to learn how they
can be advocates against tobacco in their community.
For more information
about “Tobacco-Free Day”
at the Capitol contact Owen
Walker with West Virginia
Division of Tobacco Prevention at 304-558-1747.
Ashley Foster can be
contacted at foster108@
marshall.edu.

year after the earthquake
and a traditional Japanese
music performance in the
style of Koto. The event
begins at 4 p.m. in the

Memorial Student Center
basement.
Britannee Barton can be
contacted at barton35@
marshall.edu.

HIMG to conduct
Blood Drive on Friday
THE PARTHENON
The Huntington Internal Medicine Group will
conduct an American Red
Cross Blood Drive from
noon through 6 p.m. Friday
in the HIMG Community
Room.
Patty Dickey, spokesperson for HIMG, said their
organization has been directing Red Cross Blood
Drives for five years.
“We have blood drives
every
other
month,”
Dickey said. “Individuals
are welcome to call our
facility and make an appointment, or walk-ins are
welcome.”
According to the American Red Cross website,
currently only three out
of every 100 people in

America donate blood.
Cheryl Gergely, communications manager for the
American Red Cross, said
each blood donation has
the potential to help up
to three people who need
blood transfusions.
“Right now, we need all
types of blood, specifically
O types O positive and O
negative,” Gergely said.
“We are seeing high demands in those areas.”
Type O blood is the universal blood type and is the
only blood type that can be
transfused to patients with
other blood types.
“Although our blood
drive is not scheduled at
Marshall University, students and the community
are encouraged to still participate,” Gergely said.

Deadline to receive financial
aid refunds approaching

Faculty Senate to consider
curriculum changes today

BY ANDREW FROBEL

THE PARTHENON

THE PARTHENON

This is the last chance for
students who receive financial aid to receive a refund
from Marshall University.
Marshall students receiving financial aid in the
Spring 2012 semester have
been given many chances
to accept refunds. Students
have had more than 15
weeks to get a refund from
Marshall. Dating back to
Nov. 7, students have had
approximately 100 days to

get their refund.
During the first nine
weeks of the refund period, students were able to
receive 100 percent of their
money back. The time period between Jan. 9 through
Jan. 23, students had the
opportunity to obtain 90
percent of their money back
from any schedule adjustment and withdrawals.
Robert B. Collier, assistant director of student
financial
systems,
said
financial aid recipients
must have their accounts

reviewed and approved by
the Office of Student Financial Assistance before a
refund can be issued.
“These
refunds
that
eligible students receive
are based on refunds for
schedule adjustments, withdrawals and so on,” Collier
said. “The refunds can easily take up to approximately
three weeks to process.”
According to Marshall’s
Office of the Bursar’s website, students who receive
financial assistance covered by Title IV of the

1992 Higher Education Act
shall receive a refund in accordance with the Higher
Education Amendments of
1998.
Marshall will determine
how much Title IV aid a student has received and not
earned at the time of total
withdrawal.
“The amount of aid
earned is calculated on a
prorated basis through 60
percent of the payment period,” Collier said.
See AID I Page 5
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The Faculty Senate will
be conducting its second
meeting of the year at 4
p.m. today in Room BE5
of the Memorial Student
Center.
Seven recommendations
are being brought to Faculty Senate members for
their approval.
Members will be asked
to approve the recommendations, many dealing
with curriculum changes
to a various number

of Marshall University
courses.
Most recommendations
include the continuation or
discontinuation of several
bachelor of arts and bachelor of science programs.
One
recommendation,
SR-11-12-(16) 54 EC, asks
for a Faculty Senate vote
to add the school of pharmacy to Bylaw 14 of Article
IX within the Constitution
of the Marshall University
Faculty.
See FACULTY I Page 5
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LEFT: Marshall head coach Tom Herrion implores with the crowd to
stand up during a timeout.
RIGHT: DeAndre Kane drives past Houston freshman Joseph Young
en route to the basket.

GAME

Continued from Page 1
of the group, they responded at halftime. They
were counseled very aggressively at halftime, and
I guess it worked. ”
Trailing by nine the Herd
stormed out of the halftime
locker room and dominated
the second half. After scoring two quick baskets and
forcing a Houston timeout,
Marshall head coach paced

the floor urging the fans to
get to their feet.
The antics of Herrion
sparked a 17-3 run by the
Herd leading to its largest
lead at that time, 40-34.
Marshall’s
dominance
continued throughout the
second half, outscoring
Houston 43-27. Houston
would make some late
shots making the score
seem closer than it actually was –– as Herd held a
21-point lead with just five
minutes remaining in the

game.
“Coach just told us to
play defense,” sophomore
guard DeAndre Kane said.
“He said we were playing
like girls so we just came
out there and locked up. We
got a little more physical
and banged with them. We
helped each other more. In
the first half, everything
was one-on-one. In the second half, we helped each
other out.”
Marshall improved its
shooting in the second half

and finished the game at 45
percent from the field, all
while holding the Cougars
to 41 percent.
“I thought we manned
up and came out with great
energy in the second half,”
Herrion said. “I thought
our defense was really really good all night long. I
thought our defense finally
was good enough to carry
us, and it needed to be.”
Marshall had four players in double figures, and
leading the way for the

Herd was lead by senior
guard Damier Pitts with 15
points and 6 assist.
The victory moves Marshall to 17-10 overall and
8-5 in Conference USA,
while the loss bumps
Houston to 12-14 (4-9).
“We’re
thrilled
with
the win,” Herrion said.
“They’re
a
dangerous
team. They’re really good
offensively, and they have
a lot of talent.”
Marshall will next take
the floor Saturday when

the Memphis Tigers come
to the Cam Henderson
Center for a nationallytelevised game.
“It’s a great game for the
Huntington
community,
the campus, the fan base,”
Herrion said. “We all cry
for attention and respect,.
Well, the games on national television against
the flag bearing program
in the conference historically. Here’s our chance.”
Jarrod Clay can be contacted at clay105@live.

COLUMN

Herd fans: Time to
get up or shut up

JAKE SNYDER

THE PARTHENON
There was a moment
early in the second half of
Marshall’s 66-58 victory
over Houston. Perhaps it
was a defining moment.
The Thundering Herd
seemed to be sleepwalking
through the game, and the
crowd of 6,023 was not doing anything to help.
In fact, the fans might
have been lost in dreamland as well.
Then
Houston
head
coach James Dickey took
a timeout. Instead of
approaching his team,
Marshall coach Tom Herrion walked to the opposite
side of the floor, raised his
arms and implored the
crowd to stand. He then
walked back to his bench,
past his players and enticed the fans on that side
to rise to their feet.
The Herd faithful gingerly

complied. It was timid, but
it changed everything.
“They’re offended when
I do that, I think,” Herrion
said. “They’re scared or
something. They won’t get
up. They just sit on their
butts.”
Offended or not, the
crowd was back in the
game. So was the team.
Marshall players answered Herrion’s cries and
ran off a 17-3 run in the
following minutes to take
control. And when Nigel
Spikes swatted a feeble
attempt at a shot from a
Cougar player, 6,000 might
has well have been 60,000.
That’s the atmosphere
the Thudering Herd will
need Saturday. Memphis
comes into town sitting
atop the Conference USA
standing. The game will
be nationally televised.
Herrion said he knows the
crowd makes a difference.
“Show up,” Herrion
said. “No empty seats. Be
loud. Be energized. Then,
we’ve got to play well
against a great team.”
Wednesday night was
proof that playing well can
be a direct result of getting
fans to show up –– physically and mentally.
It has been a roller
coaster ride of a season
thus far for the Thundering
Herd. For the most part,
the fans have been along

for the ride –– not quite
ready to call it quits.
But moments like Herrion’s on Wednesday are the
reason. His passion pushes
everyone to be better ––
players and fans alike.
“Hopefully our fans appreciate it,” Herrion said.
“They don’t feel it’s disrespectful to them. But
they’re so important to us,
and I think we all share our
passion. I hope they understand it’s passion and
energy I am trying to implore on them and nothing
else.”
It is, coach. And if the
fans don’t appreciate what
you’ve brought to the table,
they are missing the big
picture. Intensity breeds
success. This team is on
the fringe. With three
games to play before the
all important conference
tournament, it’s time to
break through.
Herrion went as far as
calling his episode Wednesday a “momentary lapse
of my cognative sense of
where I’m at.”
I don’t buy that, and I
don’t want to. If that was
a lapse in judgment, keep
lapsing. It bought you
a victory Wednesday. It
might have just done you
the same for the weekend.
Jake Snyder can be contacted at snyder100@
marshall.edu.
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ONLINE POLL Who is your favorite past
About us

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is
published by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular
semesters, and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.

Visit us at
marshallparthenon.com
to let us know what you
think.
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president ? Results
n Bill Clinton: 26 percent
n Abraham Lincoln: 23 percent
n Franklin D. Roosevelt: 11 percent
n Ronald Reagan: 23 percent
n George W. Bush: 9 percent
n Thomas Jefferson: 9 percent
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The First
Amendment

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

NEWS GRAPHIC

EDITORIAL

The cost of applying to college,
graduate school is too high
If you are reading this, chances are you took — or are
in the process of taking –– the ACT, SAT, MCAT or the
GRE. You also paid an application fee to the universities you applied to. And you probably shelled out some
travel money to come take tours of campuses before you
applied to the schools. Here, you were led around by that
all-too-happy tour guide and made a final stop at the gift
store to purchase some merchandise. Between paying to
take the entrance exams, paying the application fee and
traveling to see the campus, a fair amount of money has
been spent. This is well before you even step foot into
the classroom, and we all know about the expenses that
await us there.
The point is, even taking the steps to apply to college
is expensive. The MCAT costs $240 to take. The GRE
costs $160 to take. The LSAT costs $118. The SAT and
ACT cost around $50 each time. Test prep courses and
materials for all these entrance exams can range from
hundreds to thousands of dollars if one gets a private
tutor. Now let’s be realists and say that you’re going

to take these tests multiple times to arrive at a desired
score. Now let’s factor in the application fees for colleges
and graduate schools: These range from $40 to $100
for undergraduate and graduate programs, medical
schools and law schools being a bit higher. At this point,
there’s been a fair amount of money spent on applying
to a school. If you want to apply to multiple schools, go
ahead and multiply some of those figures above and
ditch that unpaid internship you landed and get some
manual labor.
This economic barrier for applying to institutions of
higher education should not be. These prices, even if not
intended, can act as a deterrent for some low-income
students considering applying to schools. Attempting
to better yourself and further your education by applying to schools should not be as expensive as it is. It goes
without saying that actually being in college or graduate
school—with tuition, books, housing, bills, etc. — is a
much different beast than applying to schools. Still, the
initial process should not be what it is.

POLITICAL CARTOON

COLUMN

Students should put buckets
of water on their heads
BY JOANIE BORDERS
the parthenon

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
A recent Parthenon column
regarding Rick Santorum
characterized his views on
abortion as “barbaric.” On
the contrary, the deliberate
termination of innocent human life much more closely
fits the definition of that
word.
Abortion advocates have
attempted to create a very
sanitary picture of elective abortion. Through their

15

decades of tireless effort
many Americans have unfortunately bought into it. The
fruits of these labors: millions of human lives taken,
a grossly immoral society,
and an obscene intolerance
of anybody who dares to dissent from their worldview.

John Allan
2005 Marshall Alumni

percent is the percentage
of atheists in America.
>American religious
identification survey

Every year in the spring,
students appear walking
around campus with yellow buckets on their heads.
Wait, what?
That’s right. Students
join together every spring
for an event called “Be
Hope To Her,” during
which they walk a mile
around campus with a
yellow bucket filled with
water on top of their head.
Be Hope to Her is an event
organized by Marshall University’s campus club of
Nuru International to raise
awareness of extreme poverty and the value of water
in developing countries.
As Americans, the majority of us have access to
clean water on a regular
basis. Even in the poorest
areas of our country ,water is available. This makes
it hard to believe that in
some areas of our world
this is not the case.
Africa stands as an example of this. In some areas,
water is so scarce that
women have to walk miles
to even access water. These

women and girls walk for
miles to bring water back
to their families to cook,
wash clothes and bathe
with. You can imagine how
time consuming this process must be.
Walking back and forth
miles to transport one
bucket of water back to
your house. Because of the
time-consuming nature of
this most of the girls that
have to walk long distances
to obtain the water do
not get a chance to attend
school. Not to mention that
living in a developing country shoes are a luxury and
at night new dangers are
presented to these young
girls such as battery, rape,
muggings and kidnapping.
So basically, to get clean
water, these girls have to
walk miles with a bucket on
their head without shoes in
a potentially life threatening
situation instead of attending school. And for me to
get water, I have to walk
into my kitchen and turn on
a faucet. An earlier column I
wrote was about what pisses
you off and how you are going to change it. Well this
pisses me off.

page designed and edited by WILLIAM LINEBERRY | lineberry2@marshall.eduw

I remember the moment
I realized how real this kind
of tragedy was. I was visiting Nicaragua for six weeks,
and a team of us had gone
to help out in the city dump.
In the capital city of Nicaragua, Managua, the dump is
a city in itself, as in people
lived there…among the
trash. A couple of the kids
from the local school had
a fire at their house, and
we went to go rebuild their
roof. While the men went to
work on the roof, a couple of
the girls and myself started
to wash the boys clothes to
get rid of the ashes and soot.
Staring at the sink located
outside the house we asked
where the water was. They
told us that we needed to
walk across the street in
order to retrieve the water
from the local water hose,
but that there would not be
a lot to retrieve because it
had not rained lately.
They did not just have
water to wash their clothes
with. They did not have water at all, simply because it
had not rained.
In an interview earlier
this week, I had a colleague
say to me, “To whom much

is given, much is required.”
On an everyday basis, I do
not think the simple fact
that I have access to water
is much. It is. And it is a not
more than a lot of people
are given.
Nuru helps bring clean
water and sanitation to
people that would not have
access to it otherwise.
Through building latrines,
rainwater catching systems
and hand-washing stations
Nuru is changing these
peoples’ lives. The event
“Be Hope to Her” is an
event used to raise awareness of world poverty, the
scarcity of water in developing countries and to
raise money so those girls
carrying the buckets and
putting their lives in danger can go back to school
and actually get to be a
kid. Carrying the buckets
is symbolic of an act that
many women have to do
every day.
So this spring, I am
going to take my pissed
off self and make a
difference.
Joanie Borders can be
contacted at borders9@
marshall.edu.
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Continued from Page 1
way to develop an online
program that is accessible
to all families who have
children with forms of autism when he gets back to
Capitol Hill.
Cur rently,
there
are

AID

Continued from Page 2
week for students to get only
half of their refund back
from the university.
Corey Sowards, junior
biology major from Barboursville, W.Va., said he

LAUGH

Continued from Page 6
trajectory for me. Eventually, I’m hoping that I can
just do something that I
have written, and then as an
actor, I will be perfect for the
part.

Q.

Is your new special
going to be as structured
as your last two? Or is it
going to be more straight
stand-up?

A. I’m still trying to figure
it out. It is going to be more
straight stand-up, but I
might still have some drawings in it in one segment. But
I’m getting back to straight
stand-up. I started with just
straight stand-up, and then
the first time I got a chance
to do something on TV
that was longer, I thought
it would be cool to try different things. When I did
the hour, I thought it would
interesting to put in animation and drawing on that
screen and everything. But
this will be much simpler
and just a curtain, maybe
a few segments with different stuff, but mostly straight
stand-up.
Q. Are you still doing five
to 10 minutes of requests?
A.

I haven’t done that in
awhile,
but
depending,
maybe in Oregon I might

5
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autism Internet modules
available to families, but
those are not accessible to
everyone.
“You need a way for a
family, if they don’t have a
computer, to be able to go
to the library and be able to
print off information and
directions that will help

them,” Manchin said.
As governor, Manchin
signed a bill that allowed
families who have children
that fall under the autism
spectrum to have up to
$2,000 in tax deductions.
Frances Lazell can be
contacted at lazell2@
marshall.edu.

waited too long to get his refundable money back.
“My problem was that
I kept putting it off for so
long that I eventually forgot
all about it,” Sowards said.
“I made it this week to get
only half of what I could get.”
After
the
student

financial assistance office
has released awarded aid to
a student’s account, refunds
for any other payments will
be issued in seven to 10 business days.
Andrew Frobel can be
contacted at frobel@marshall.edu.

do that if folks are into that.
But I don’t know. It is like
a balance. I used to not do
it at all, and then I started
to do that because sometimes people would want to
hear an older joke, or they
brought a friend and went
“Oh yeah, do this joke.” But
now, I’m kind of focusing on
building this act, so I’m not
doing that as much. Sometimes, I come out and just
talk to the audience, and if
they want to hear a couple
of them, I do it.

chances to fix whatever
jokes I think need fixing,
try out what new jokes I’ve
come up with.

Q. Are you doing the same
show at every stop, or are
you changing it up depending on where you are going?

A. I’m changing it up. In
some cities, I’m doing two
shows in one night, and
even in the same night, I
make changes, and the second show is different from
the first show. I don’t usually tape my shows, but I’ve
been recording them. I don’t
really like it. Listening to
them is very helpful, but I
don’t enjoy it that much. But
because I have been improvising a bit more, I’m trying
out different tags on jokes
and trying different ways
way to explore certain bits.
I been recording them and
trying to go through and listen to what I said and how
I said it. Between now and
my special — I think about
20 shows — I get, like, 20

Q. Is the show going to be
mostly one-liners or are you
going to do more longform?
A. It’s mostly one-liners,
that’s what I like writing
the most. Some of my jokes
have led into larger bits, but
I am not doing stories like
I did. I’ve done three oneman shows that had very
structured narratives, and
those had personal stories
in them. But I still like writing jokes.
Q.

You have written
for many different media
(books, TV, and stand-up).
Is there a medium that you
would still like to write for?

A. I’ve written a few
screenplays and sold a couple of them, but none of
them have been produced.
I’m interested in writing
one that I can get financing
for and direct on my own.
I’m also doing this book of
drawings. It will be mostly
single-panel drawings and
some short, page-long bits
— like little scenes or poems
— but after that, I will write
a book of short stories.
Down the line, I would like
to write a longer book like a
novel or one long story. But
I figure I need to get better
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Huntington police investigate an armed robbery early Wednesday morning at Husson’s Pizza, on
the corner of Fourth Avenue and Hal Greer Boulevard. According to an emergency text message
sent to MU Alert subscribers, the suspect is a 5-foot-10-inch white male weighing 170 pounds,
wearing a gray hoodie, black mask and blue jeans. The suspect fled West from the scene of the
crime. As of Wednesday evening the robber has not been detained.
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Continued from Page 2
The
recommendations
were previously presented
to the Faculty Senate Executive Committee meeting
Feb. 13.
All
recommendations
presented at the Executive
Committee meeting were
approved with little discussion between members.
Once the recommendations are approved, they will

be given to Stephen Kopp,
Marshall University President, for his approval or
disapproval.
Thursday’s meeting will
include committee reports
from legislative affairs, library, physical facilities
and planning, research, student conduct and welfare
and university functions
representatives.
Kopp,
Provost
Gayle
Ormiston and Marty Amerikaner, Marshall Board of

Governors Faculty Representative, are also scheduled
to present reports.
Karen McNealy, on behalf
of the Advisory Council,
will give a report at Thursday’s meeting.
Five minutes will be designated at the end of the
meeting for requests to
speak to the Senate.
The meeting will be adjourned when all agenda
requests for future meetings
have been announced.

at writing and learn how to
do that.

Q. On the “You Made it
Weird” podcast, you said
that your career is like a
highway and that each project is an offramp. Would you
say that stand-up is your final destination?
A. When I started — to
be able to do stand-up in
theaters around the country — that for me was really
the dream and the destination. I still really enjoy that
it is, like, a lucky privilege
to get to somewhere and
do your own material for
90 minutes and have that
freedom. I guess I’ve found
a connection to the road.
Although I’m really interested in making films
when I’m ready, and when
my scripts are in a place I
want them to be — it is a
whole different set of challenges. A few years ago,
I remember thinking, “I
would love to write at least
one book, try and make at
least one movie and maybe
do an art show one day if
I have enough material to
show people.” Stand-up is
still really where it all starts
for me, and it’s where I like
to go back to, but I guess
getting a little bit older and
doing stand-up a bunch … it
is fun to try and find different outlets for certain point
of view or comic outlook.
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Kayak club makes a splash
BY KAYLA MARCUM
The Parthenon

Once a week for two hours a day, Marshall University Recreation Center’s pool suspends its
traditional swimming and gets a little “outside
invasion.”
The Rec Center is the current site for Marshall’s
Kayak Club.
Cody Adams, president of the kayak club, said
though the group is small, they know how to have
fun.
“I’d say we have about five or six members right
now who come regularly because kayaking takes
quite a bit of time to get into,” Adams said. “But
we’ll take just about anybody who has an interest in
kayaking. We’ll teach you.”
Assistant director of the Rec Center, Phil Snyder, said he has faith in what the instructors of the
group can teach beginners.
“They’ve got a lot of good instructors with a lot
of good experience who can really help any level
(of rower) that decide come in and try it out,”
Snyder said.
The group practices rowing in the pool at the
Rec Center but also take trips to row on the river.

“We take trips during the spring and summer,”
Adams said. “Usually we go down to around the
Fayetteville area.”
The kayak club has been around for longer than
the Rec Center has been at Marshall, but Snyder
said the center is happy to be one of few indoor
practicing facilities in the area.
“I know that there have been a lot of people that
have come as far as an hour to come here,” Snyder
said. “There’s not a whole lot of other places that
you can get to practice, especially when the weather’s cold like this.”
Adams said his parents taught him how to kayak,
and he enjoys sharing his knowledge with others.
“I teach people how to kayak all the time,” Adams
said.
If students are interested in chopping the waters
for the first time with the group, they can register
at the front desk of the Rec Center. The fee is $30,
which covers the entire spring semester. Members
are encouraged to bring their own kayaks. However, the Rec Center also offers its rental kayaks to
the group.
The group meets from 7 p.m. through 9 p.m. every
Wednesday.
Kayla Marcum can be contacted at marcum139@
marshall.edu.

‘Body Shots’ performance explores gender and body
The Parthenon
Queen Cleopatra will embody powerful women for
Marshall University’s “Body
Shots VI: Cleopatra.”
“Body Shots,” a collaboration between the department

of art and design, women’s studies, the College of
Liberal Arts, the Women’s
Center and the department
of history, explores themes
relating to gender and the
body. “Body Shots” will use
art, theater and literature to

address women and power.
Director of women’s studies, Greta Rensenbrink, said
she thinks “Body Shots”
will be highly received
amongstudents.
“What we like to do is take
a topic, theme or an image we

know has a lot of relevance
and salience to students and
the faculty,” Rensenbrink
said. “Everyone has a viewreaction set of associations.”
Rensenbrink said Cleopatra is the perfect figure to
explore women and power.

“She’s a figure who has
been explored culturally for
2,000 years,” Rensenbrink
said. “It’s a really rich and
intriguing way to explore a
whole lot of issues and experiences through this one very
iconic image.”

Q&A with comedian

Demetri Martin
BY DANIEL FREIMARK AND MIA SHAUFFLER

Oregon Daily Emerald, U. Oregon via UWIRE

Stand-up comedian Demetri Martin –
author of “This is a Book” and star of
“Important Things with Demetri Martin”–
is on his “Telling Jokes in Cold Places”
tour. He took some time to speak with the
Oregon Daily Emerald about his ongoing
tour and his career in comedy.
ODE: What can fans expect from the “Telling Jokes in
Cold Places” tour?
DM: I usually do between 75 and 90 minutes. I have a lot
of new material, and I think the show is all new material.
Yeah, it’s been a while, but we are doing new stuff, getting
ready to tape this stand-up special in February. I have been
writing a lot of stuff – a lot of new bits to try and figure out
what I want to put in that special. And I have some new drawings and play a little bit of guitar, and I talk to the audience,
but it is all new stuff.
Q. How did you end up going from law school to writer,

comedian and artist?

A. I hadn’t tried anything when I was in school, and it
took me a while to realize I even wanted to push to showbiz.
Stand-up was really the reason I left school. Luckily, I was in
New York, and there are a lot of comedy clubs in New York.
When I finally decided to try it at the end of my second year
of law school, I decided I wouldn’t go back to law school. By
July of that summer, I finally got on stage for the first time,
and then I kept going up each week wherever I could get up.
Then I did different temp jobs around the city to pay my
bills. I had a couple roommates so my rent was really low.
So, what started out as a
plan to go to law school
and then work in the
field as my career
turned into letting me get a job
just to pay my
bills, and I’ll
push
through
stand-up. Immediately,
I
enjoyed it. I
said, “OK, this
is for me.”
Once I could
pay
my
bills, I figured
“OK, let
me just stick
with this
and see where
this leads.”
Along the way, I
became more
interested
in
writing other
kinds of things
and acting, but I
never took an
acting class, so
that
is a slower
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“Body Shots VI: Cleopatra” will be performed at
7:30 p.m. March 1 at the
Francis-Booth Experimental
Theatre. A reception and art
show will take place at 7 p.m.
in the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center lobby.

